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What is a Water Polisher
and Why do I need one?
Milling rice is easy. You pre-clean the paddy to remove the straw and grass, then
you send it through the husker to remove the abrasive husk and then through a
stone whitener to remove the bran. You pass your milled rice through a length
separator to remove the brokens, run it through a color sorter to get rid of the
stained rice, and finally into your well researched bagging solution for your ideal
clients.
If that is how you are currently running your rice mill or at least how you are
thinking about putting together your first rice mill, you've got a good line of
machines, but you're missing a very important step. A water polisher can take
your product from an average looking milled kernel to a high quality beautifully
sheened kernel which will bring higher value to your end client. A stone whitener
uses a "scratching" motion to wear the bran off of your brown rice. That
scratching gets most of the bran off, but also leaves scuff marks and scratches in
your kernel, which houses additional bran that the stone whitener couldn't fully
remove. A water polisher smoothes out your kernel surface and takes that
additional bran off.

To see a demonstration of ZaccariaUSA's WPZ-30s water polisher, visit YouTube and
search for ZaccariaUSA.

Cancun Rice Conference
ZaccariaUSA had a great time at the US Rice Producers Rice Market and Technology
Conference in Cancun this month. Every year it gets better with more informative
speakers, new and excited vendors, and great networking opportunities for everyone.

Father’s Day – Saturday, June 21
Adam Sandler is quoted as saying: “I mean, I look at my dad. He was twenty when he
started having a family, and he was always the coolest dad. He did everything for his kids,
and he never made us feel like he was pressured. I know that it must be a great feeling to
be a guy like that.

#EatMoreRice
Try This Month’s Rice Recipe: Cheater Chicken Sushi Roll-Ups
Each month, we will feature a new rice recipe for you to try or to suggest
to your friends. Of course, you can check out all of our rice recipe
collections at our pinterest page at www.Pinterest.com/ZaccariaUSA.

Quote-ables
“Try not to become a man of success, but rather try to become a man of value.”
-Albert Einstein
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